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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
One underperforming mine (from now on referred to as the Mine) at one of the global leading
mining groups (the Parent) decided to undertake a Mine LeadershipPro™ exercise with its
Management team.

This Executive Report sets context for and describes the findings and conclusions from Mine
LeadershipPro™ exercise in the following sequence:

1. Mine Leadership Situational Assessment

2. Mine LeadershipPro™ Design – Mine Leadership Learning Centre

3. Results and Commentary

4. Leadership Experiential Team Learning Interviews

5. Targeted Leadership Development Plan linked to Mine Improvement Plan

The results achieved by participants’ shows that the exercise identified development
opportunities (including leadership development) that are required for the team to make effective
use of the Mine’s resources to achieve and then exceed goals that they thought were
unachievable at the beginning of the exercise.

The key themes in the Leadership Experiential Team Learning Interviews show that the mine
management team believes that the Mine has the capability to reach their strategic goals and
increase the value generated by the Mine and recognise that the program of work (leadership
development and mine improvement) to be developed and implemented to apply and sustain
lessons learned. The leadership mind set (or mental model) expressed by the management team
at the beginning of the Mine LeadershipPro™ conveyed the belief that; “we are a block caving
operation who need to improve our current production, build a centre for excellence and grow
production to five times present volumes.”

The shift in mental model expressed at the conclusion of the exercise was expressed by the
management team as; “we are a block cave mining centre for excellence producing 20 million
tons per year.”

This report concludes with recommended actions that will have greatest impact on expanding
and sustaining this revised mental model throughout the Mine and continue the momentum
created through the preparation and involvement in the Mine LeadershipPro™.

1. MINE NON-NEGOTIABLE GOAL

During the Mine Situational Assessment, we explored the important trends in mining that will
impact the business outlook and opportunities for the Mine given the current global copper
climate, competition, and price predictions.

Two primary factors were identified as driving the opportunity at the Mine:

▪ The rising price of copper; and
▪ Pioneering advances in the block caving method for low grade ore bodies

The last few years have shown a sharp increase in global copper prices. There is a significant
consensus that rising demand from China and new demand specific sectors, such as renewable
energy, combined with an increase in supply disruptions will continue to push prices up in the
near and long term. Furthermore, new supply is increasingly dependent on Brownfield and
Greenfield expansion but new opportunities are often located in politically risky areas of the
world.
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Given that high grade ore bodies are diminishing worldwide, companies are being forced to look
for extraction methods that make mining of low grade deposits economically viable. When
successful solutions can be identified and proven, projects to exploit deeper and lower grade ore
bodies become increasingly attractive and price projections make it possible for these projects
to receive funding.

The block caving method has unique advantages for extraction in this particular global mining
environment over open cut alternatives. It reduces the cost of extraction to levels where lower
grade and deeper (e.g. Pebble) ore bodies can become viable. In addition, major competitors such
do not have a block caving strategy in place, creating an opportunity for the Parent to hold a
unique position regarding low grade extraction opportunities.

However, this is a relatively new method and has not been widely applied nor has it been
adequately scaled to take advantage of large, yet undeveloped opportunities. The main constraint
is the lack of management and technical skill available for running these projects.

From what we have learned, the strategy for the Mine is to:

a) Increase output of existing operations to greater than 6.8 mtpa per annum
b) Implement a new project aimed to increase mining production by 4 to 5 times, and for
c) Distinguish the Mine as a Centre of Excellence where new approaches to block cave mining

are investigated at less cost than would be required for testing at larger operations (such as
the active project for testing new approaches to tunnel boring)

2. MINE LEADERSHIP SITUATIONAL ASSESSMENT

Objective of this step is to scope the constraints that the Mine Leadership may face on the path to
deliver the Mine Non-Negotiable Goal. The scoping exercise will feed the design of the Mine
Leadership Learning Centre and with the help of Requisite leadership Scorecard focuses on the
following elements:

▪ Mine Systems (production, mining engineering, processing, planning, procurement, etc.): which
mine systems are critical for an achievement of mine Non-Negotiable Goal, which mine
systems can be the constraints to the Non-Negotiable Goal, which critical mine systems have
low maturity, etc.

▪ Mine Structure: number of levels, work complexity, structural gaps and compressions,
distribution of accountabilities and authorities

▪ Mine Cross-Functional Team Working: key cross-functional relationships, cross-functional
conflicts, 7 types of cross-functional role relationships / accountabilities & authorities

▪ Mine Leadership Practices: existing leadership training, its alignment with Non-Negotiable
Goal, dominating leadership style, current application of 10 Managerial Leadership Practices,
the Parent Company’s value adding to the Mine, managerial accountabilities & authorities

▪ Mine Culture Practices: current values, manifestation of 7 Valued Individual Entitlements /
Inclusion Values, strength of the values across the levels of the Mine, intention of the Mine’s
employees to support the Mine Non-Negotiable Goal

▪ Mine Stakeholders: stakeholders that are critical for Mine Non-Negotiable Goal, their current
support of the Mine and the Goal, the desired support from the Stakeholders
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3. MINE LEADERSHIP LEARNING CENTRE DESIGN & REHEARSAL

While Mine LeadershipPro™ events do define specific targeted learning outcomes for
participants, they do not pre-determine the means to achieve the goals. In other words, there is
no one way to “solve” the problem and achieve the objectives. These goals shape the design
process and provide the outline for the kinds of behavioural changes required among
participants to be applied in the work place. To be successful and achieve the goal in the Mine
Leadership Rehearsal event for the participants needed to focus on the following outputs to be
delivered:

▪ Synchronous Application of Resources: Meeting their goals required that the Mine vastly
improve the synchronous application of resources in operations and processing, maintenance
and logistics. The current approach will not support the plans for increased mining volumes

▪ Inter-functional Coordination: Block caving at the scale predicted in the current Mine
Improvement project requires seamless inter-functional coordination

▪ Proactive replaces reactive approach: A more proactive management of the mine, processing,
and maintenance of assets must replace a reactive approach currently embedded in the
culture of practice

▪ Achieving Mine Improvement: Leveraging the Mine within a global leading mining group
requires that they meet or exceed their goals for Mine Improvement, as this has a significant
effect on ensuring they can deliver their strategic growth

▪ Mine Leadership Development: Developing the high-performing Mine Leadership Team that
fully bought in into an achievement of the Mine Non-Negotiable Goal and have organizational
conditions that allow them to work at full potential

These five goals were an outcome of the research undertaken both within the Mine and
externally on the copper mining industry. The detail of this research has been produced in a
separate report for the Mine but included the following elements;

▪ An evaluation of variances recorded (actual versus target) for a series of End of Month reports
▪ Interviews conducted with the Mine management
▪ An analysis of the Mine’s performance, removing the one year performance which was

deemed out of character with efforts to optimise current operations
▪ Studies of costs of other block cave operations
▪ Items from proposals for the Mine Improvement project
▪ A review of the history of the Mine Asset Book
▪ An analysis of relevant facts contained in the “World Copper Fact Book”
▪ An analysis of sales performance and assets required to achieve outputs to support capital

requirements for innovations
▪ Analysis of the Parent’s performance
▪ Diagrams of block cave mining focusing primarily on draw points and convergence
▪ Interrogating studies and reports regarding cost relationships for different types of mining

techniques
▪ The analysis of the Mine’s bottlenecks apparent in project plans for increasing throughput of

the current plant

Design

In the event, participants run a fictional mining company, in a fictional world, mining a fictional
metal. However, all of the design elements were arranged to challenge participants with
problems they will encounter in scaling up to meet the real demands of the Mine Improvement
project over the next several years. In particular, we emphasised an orientation to high level
goals that require superior coordination amongst each function of management and a focus on
innovative technology and decision making strategies.
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As a background to the exercise, global demand for new green technologies in new, emerging
markets has made Synchronium (the fictional metal selected for the event) suddenly valuable.
However, because Synchronium deposits tend to be deep in the ground, its value depends on the
success of the block caving method. Despite being a pioneer in block cave mining, the “Downriver
Mine” (the fictional name of the mining company) had been a small operation for Renaissance (the
fictional parent company) for a number of years, and was scheduled to be closed.

The recent rise in demand for Synchronium and the block caving method have suddenly made
“Downriver Mine” a focus of the Renaissance strategy going forward. In fact, in a recent
presentation to shareholders, Renaissance has confidently stated that Downriver’s methods and
management practices will become a model for the company moving forward as they significantly
scale up over the next several years.

The Mine Leadership Team is tasked with managing the processing, innovation, and strategic
focus for Downriver mine to achieve the stated goals of Renaissance. Facilitators play various
roles (e.g. Board of Directors and Maintenance oversight). The focus of the exercise for
participants is achieving the non-negotiable goals. In the course of the exercise, they must
leverage their resources and manage the challenges in order to accelerate performance.

Metrics / Dashboard

Three primary indicators were embedded in the non-negotiable goals as the tangible indicators
that the team had succeeded;

1. Value to Renaissance:
a) Increase Return on Assets
b) Their contributions to other opportunities at Renaissance
c) The global implications of improvements at the mine
d) Positive support of the Mine’s Stakeholders

2. Increase capacity; which would be seen as;
a) Increase throughput
b) Synchronised functions
c) Planned maintenance

3. Become a Center of Excellence for the Parent
a) Quantifying the business value of innovations used in the field

4. Develop High-Performing Leadership Team with full buy-in and competence
a) Identify the improvements in leadership practices and Mine’s Operating Model
b) Increase ROI in Mine Leadership Development
c) Positive buy-in of the Mine Leadership Team into Leadership Development Program

Goals were embedded within the major activities in the exercise. These major activities were;

▪ Mining operations, including extraction, construction and mine planning
▪ Processing ore
▪ Maintenance of assets
▪ Shipping product
▪ Understanding the scope of opportunity to grow, within and in the parent company
▪ Building a case for investment through planning expansion and improvement and / or

evaluating options for innovation
▪ Linking the value of progress to the Renaissance strategy
▪ Leadership Practices and Team Leadership & Mine’s Operating model
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Activities in the Mine Leadership Learning Centre

Prior to the event participants spent 1.5 hours planning (Photo 1), during which they defined team
roles, reviewed the background material, provided and developed preliminary strategies (Photo
2) for an initial presentation to the Board.

Once the event began, the clock did not stop. Each 20-minute period represented four months of
mine operation. Participants determined their own division of labour and reallocate resources as
necessary (Photo 3). The team begins an 8 panel block cave with 32 draw points (Photo 4).

The panels are filled with material that represents the ore. Participants collect ore in scoops
from the draw points (Photo 5) based on a mining plan and take these scoops to the crusher
(bin) (Photo 6).

Another group acts as a hoist, transporting the ore (Photo 7) to the stockpile (Photo 8).

The next group transports ore from the stockpile to the Mill – then from the Mill to the conveyor
– then from the conveyor to the flotation tanks (Photo 9). Participants collect the “concentrate”
from the tanks and deliver it every five minutes. The concentrate is analysed for contaminants
and accepted or rejected.

The team is able to propose and obtain innovations (Photo 10) to increase capacity, speed or

Photo 1: Team Planning Photo 2: Developing Strategies

Photo 3: Allocating resources Photo 4: Mining - panels

Photo 5: Collecting Ore from Panels Photo 6: Crushing & Hoisting
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resources to improve production.

The team receives metrics on concentrate shipped, throughput in each functional area, as well as
the financial impact of their innovations and performance on Renaissance’s share price (Photo
11).

Photo 7: Transporting to Stockpile Photo 8: Stockpiling

Photo 9: Floatation & Shipping Photo 10: Innovations

Photo 11: Mine Performance & Metrics
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Leadership Rehearsal Exercise Plan

▪ The room layout for the Mine Leadership Learning Centre

▪ Flow of the exercise and summary timeline on the following pages illustrate the process
sequence for the event.
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▪ Summary timeline

Each participant received a Briefing Kit on the first day of the event. These materials provided
everything they would need to begin the exercise. A sample of some of key items in the kit and a
summary description of the Facilitator Roles are included in Appendices1 and 2.
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4. RESULTS AND COMMENTARY

By examining differences in the data between Day One and Day Two (below), we can see a
dramatic shift in the team’s thinking that allowed them to achieve results by succeeding in all
four of these areas.

Synchronous Application of Resources and Inter-functional Coordination

On Day One, the team made very few innovations. When they did innovate, it was clear they were
thinking about improvements that could be made in specific functional areas, without thinking
about how those improvements would impact operations downstream, or how they contributed
to larger goals of the team as a whole.

We can see this in the data from Day One. For example, if we look at the distance between Target
and Actual data from the Mill Throughput graph, we can see that at times targets were far below
actual throughput and then around period 7, targets are set much higher, while throughput drops.
This outcome occurred because Mill Throughput was not coordinated with Underground
Production. Nor was it linked to the targets set within the exercise for concentrate shipped.
Additionally, separate functional areas were developing innovations that did not adequately
consider how increasing capacity or velocity in one area could negatively impact the system as a
whole.

By Day Two, if we look at Mill Throughput and Underground production, we can see a smoothing
out of the relationship between Targets and Actuals. This smoothing is the result of better
coordination among functional areas and greater attention to the larger non-negotiable goals of
the exercise. Ultimately, the lack of coordination and synchronous application of resources on
Day One led to concentrate numbers well below the goal.

Proactive Replaces Reactive Approach

Synchronising resources and strategies across the whole organisation requires long-term
strategic planning that includes planned maintenance. The team reacted to maintenance failures
on Day One as they occurred. This led to unpredictable events that disrupted processes and led
them to under deliver on targets one period, while exceeding them the next.

Slowly by the end of Day One they began to put together a proactive maintenance approach, but it
was too late to make up for processing disruptions that was severely behind their targets. On
Day Two, they developed and implemented a proactive maintenance plan that allowed them to
better predict outcomes and strategise about production goals.

Achieving Mine Improvements

It becomes clear looking at the Throughput and Concentrate Shipped numbers that as the
exercise progressed, goals increased exponentially. By the end of Day One, the team voiced a
number of complaints about the fact that the targets were set too high, that the non-negotiable
goals were unreasonable and that “the designers”, had miscalculated what was possible.

We decided to keep the goals on Day Two exactly as they were on Day One. And, as designed, the
team was able to achieve and at points exceed the non-negotiable metrics.

By setting the goals “unreasonably high” we allow the participants to imagine achieving in ways
they didn’t believe are possible. Mine Improvements will require this kind of “unreasonable”
reasoning to meet successively increasing demands on production.
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The metrics below show the results achieved on Days One and Two:
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Day 1

Day 2
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Mine Leadership Development

The period directly after a Mine Future Rehearsal when participants return to work is usually
unsettling. There is a sense of knowing something “more” and needing to process that knowledge
and applying it to the workplace. There can also be a sense of anti-climax. There may have been
expectations of dramatic, singular “ah-ha” moments during the event when in fact the shift in
way people think about their work (mental model) is more subtle and wide-ranging, and
therefore more difficult to consciously define.

The Experiential Learning Interviews are designed to allow participants the opportunity to debrief,
vent and explore their experience and then move into a future oriented discussion about what
they believe is capable in their organisation and what is required to be done to get there. These
interviews are designed to bridge the gap between knowledge and application.

Nearly all participants were available for the interviews conducted within three days immediately
following the conduct of the Mine Future Rehearsal. The interviewees were involved in the
design, build or running of the event so participants could refer directly to the experiences they
had and focus these on core messages.

The key themes from theses interviews were:

▪ The ability to achieve goals (90% of responses)
▪ The relationships within and across functions (70% or responses)



The following three themes were stated by between 45% – 55% of responses

▪ Challenging the way we do things
▪ Our ability to provide strategic leadership and
▪ Balancing activity with results

The ability to achieve goals

Participants stated that in their past there was varying belief in their ability to achieve goals
across the Mine. This was based on past and current results and the way work was organised in
“other” areas. Generally people said that they now realised that they had the ability to achieve
their goals as long as there was a collective focus placed on:

▪ Each manager doing the right work at the right level
▪ Converting our intentions into results
▪ Understanding our (work) roles in reaching the goal
▪ Knowing who to go to for decision making or information
▪ Solutions coming from a broad group of people using appropriate data
▪ Ensuring proper planning is done to ensure re-planning is not required
▪ Receiving appropriate and timely feedback on how we are progressing

The relationships within and across functions

Participants see the need for greater synergies and expressed a keenness to work better across
their various functions. There was also a realisation that many meetings in their current form are
not effective to achieve the goals.

The term “silo’s” was also used often when describing the relationships within and across
functions. There was a sense that the “them” and “us” reference amongst functions was no
longer acceptable if the Mine is to succeed. Comments expressed under this heading included
vertical relationships between managers and their direct reports within a function as well as
relationships about certain layers or function; such as “the Management Team”, “Operations and
Support”, and “Mining and Processing”. Typical comments included:

▪ We can gain better synergies through clearer accountabilities
▪ The Rehearsal clarified just how “silo’d” we are; and how we can improve when we break

those “silos” down
▪ In order to communicate better we need greater understanding of our own accountabilities

and transparency of other’s accountabilities
▪ People are stuck in their roles and don’t have to change unless they choose to; understanding

how our results affect each other would help that
▪ The Rehearsal showed how important consultation across the organisation is; we need to

integrate this into our work
▪ Most of the areas in the business are unaware of the types of information and resources the

support functions can offer

Challenging the way we do things

People wish to challenge the way things are done and it is important that they feel safe in doing
so. When asked how one could create such an environment they referred to earlier comments
about transparency in what people are accountable for and linking performance within a function
to the Mine’s success. Comments included:

▪ Our overall systems are complicated and don’t support individual processes
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▪ We need to continually ask “are our processes the right ones?”
▪ In the Leadership Rehearsal when we were doing better, we didn’t have formal meetings, but

we still got things done
▪ The Leadership Rehearsal showed us the importance of working in simple systems that are

clearly understood and provide regular feedback
▪ We need to think of different ways of asking questions which relate to overall goals
▪ There is no reasoning for how we have set ourselves up the way we are currently
▪ If we understood what everyone else’s work is and the link to our own, we wouldn’t have so

many reasons to challenge each other

Our ability to provide strategic leadership

Most comments about leadership referred to the need for leading strategically. When asked what
they meant, people usually referred to how well the leadership team understood their role in
delivering the strategy rather than implementing a plan. Typical comments included:

▪ Clearer strategy and priorities
▪ The strategy needs to be communicated to all of us so we can support it and help deliver it, not

just react to the bits we know about
▪ We need to engage our people in ways that are cohesive with our own responsibilities
▪ There is a lot of management speak: it would be refreshing if we could just say what our jobs

are and what we mean in a simple and direct way

Balancing activity with results

This theme was focused on being too busy to take on the important things, and not having time to
understand what needs to be done. The need for information that helped people understand and
prioritise which activities would support the delivery of which results was often expressed and
led to other discussions around clearer roles and regular feedback.

Phrases like “jumping to conclusions” and taking actions which did not contribute to delivering
results were heard often. Other typical comments included:

▪ Need to understand how we deliver our key results and not just the day-to-day
▪ Need to understand how to become a major contributor to the Parent
▪ When we got feedback at the end of Day 1 about our impact on the parent company’s ability to

acquire other assets – that was a real eye opener. I hadn’t even thought about that during the
day.

▪ We are trapped by the urgent and don’t focus enough on the important
▪ We need to have a common language for our metrics – that way we won’t be delayed by

misunderstanding
▪ The way our work is organised right now, it’s unsustainable

5. Mine LeadershipPro™ Conclusions

The results achieved by participants during the Mine LeadershipPro™, the feedback and
reflections shared during the interviews shows that the participants have developed a collective
capability in the group to make effective use of resources to achieve and even exceed goals that
they thought were unachievable at the beginning of the exercise.

Comparing the ultimate result of product to market (Concentrate Shipped), the team managed to
synchronise, innovate, put in place proactive maintenance and achieve a fivefold increase in
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performance on Day Two. This change in mental model from Day One to Day Two also indicates
how difficult it will be to translate the need to do things differently in the work place with those
who have not experienced the Mine Future Rehearsal.

The following conclusions and recommendations are made within the context provided by the
current situation facing the business, the recent Mine LeadershipPro™ intervention, experiential
team learning interviews with participants and our own experiences.

▪ A requirement for metrics that help people understand the impact of their current activity, and
how their decisions affect long term plans

▪ Greater and more precise role clarity based on the fact that the Mine’s current goal must be
about achieving 20 mtpa (as opposed to expressing this an aspirational, future goal)

▪ The desire to expand and strengthen the experience of the Mine Future Rehearsal at the Mine,
take advantage of the work that was done to create it and provide the Leadership team’s
direct reports with the same learning opportunity

▪ Support the Centre for Excellence’s goals to provide a testing ground for advanced block
caving techniques and skills using accelerated learning methodologies at both a strategic and
tactical level and

▪ Provide selected Mine management the opportunity to experience the work required in a large
scale mine

NEXT STEPS PLANNED

Based on the immersive leadership experiential team learning results of the Mine
LeadershipPro™ exercise the Mine planned, sequenced and resourced the tasks required to
implement the learnings about non-negotiable goals, constraints, potential impactful events
(internal and external) and decisions / actions that were made to overcome the constraints.

1. Mine Improvement Plan

Non-negotiable goals, constraints and experienced solutions required to have another look at the
Mine Strategy:

▪ Life of Mine, CAPEX and capital projects, and brownfield exploration
▪ Milestones required to achieve the non-negotiable goals
▪ Tasks and their outputs required to achieve every milestone on the path to non-negotiable

goals
▪ Mine departments / units with primary and secondary accountabilities for the tasks
▪ Mine Improvement Master Plan

With the support of the simple metrics used during the Mine LeadershipPro™ the Mine developed
monthly reporting that is plotted against longer term (10 year) goals.

To ensure that the tasks and outputs required for the Mine’s non-negotiable goals are delivered
consistently the review and improvement of the Mine’s systems was required with every
department to propose improvement plans for the systems they are accountable:

▪ System policies, procedures and standards, process maps
▪ Planning, controls, analytics and reporting
▪ Training & Learning
▪ Mine Risk Management and Critical Control Management by testing the effectiveness of the

controls (preventive, mitigating, corrective) with the help of Mine Stress Event Generator
▪ Compliance and Effectiveness Audits
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2. Mine Leadership Development

The changes made by the Mine Leadership Team in the Mine’s Operating Model and Leadership
Team Working in order to deliver the Non-Negotiable Goal allowed to design the targeted
leadership development program to fit the specific development needs of the team that includes

Mine Leadership Practices

Mine identified a need to review and improve Mine Leadership Framework by clarifying key
managerial leadership practices to be performed at every managerial level of the mine and
ensure that the Mine Leadership team at all levels complies with the required leadership
behaviours and practices.

As a result, the plan was developed to set up an updated Leadership Framework and develop the
leadership team’s capability to perform leadership practices at the mastery level.

The Leadership Development Plan included:

▪ The process of leadership at work, leadership accountability and authority, conditions of
leadership, general leadership responsibility

▪ Human nature at work, importance of values, leadership competence, values and motivation,
inclusion, self-control and requisite behaviour

▪ Managerial Leadership Practices: managerial planning, task assignment, context setting,
coaching, team selection.

▪ Organizational leadership and organizational communications

Mine Operating Model

Using the Mine’s current frameworks, a short term intervention with the Mine Leadership Teamm
was performed to challenge each manager on their work in their role to deliver their 20 mtpa
non negotiable goal.

Each manager was given the opportunity to describe the work they have to do and the role they
will play in achieving the wider goals; describing the outputs of their work and how it will be
measured; and then setting and cascade those accountabilities and measures to their direct
reports.

Each manager had the opportunity to re-interpret the key elements of their role objectively and
then calibrate their thoughts against the tasks from Mine’s Master Plan that they are accountable
for. This process highlighted gaps, compressions and overlaps in perceptions.

As a result, the Mine Leadership Team was required a training on key aspects of Operating Model
and set up the Plan to Improve Operating Model of the Mine to ensure that there are effective
organizational conditions in place for the team to trust one another and to work at the level of
their full potential

Mine Culture

The values are the vectors for actions and behaviours. Thus, it was critical to ensure that the
values of the personnel are aligned with the non-negotiable goals. Therefore, the review of the
Mine Culture was performed to ensure its alignment with corporate values and with the Mine’s
non-negotiable goals. The key objective of this exercise is to achieve positive intention to support
by the Mine’s personnel of the non-negotiable goals.
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